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Summary y 

Forr a multitude of reasons, the ability to predict the weather and climate has fasci-
natedd people for centuries. Today, weather and climate prediction rely on so-called 
globall  circulation models which describe the evolution of the atmospheric circula-
tion,, i.e., the evolution of field variables like wind velocity, humidity, temperature, 
etc.. A circulation model consists of a set of mathematical equations representing 
thiss evolution. It contains three main interacting parts, viz., a data assimilation, 
aa numerical dynamics, and a physical parameterization part. We concentrate on 
thee second part, which is concerned with the numerical solution of the so-called 
primitivee equations of hydrodynamics in the atmosphere. 

Circulationn models are rather complex and their numerical solution requires 
muchh computational effort. In addition, a prediction demands accurate results cal-
culatedd within a reasonable amount of time. The accuracy of the prediction depends 
onn the specific model in use, the applied numerical method, the resolution of the 
consideredd space-time grid, the incorporated data and the physical parameterization 
scheme.. Since the computations are known to be very time-consuming, much inter-
estt is directed at the development of efficient numerical methods on high-resolution 
grids.. In this thesis, we therefore investigate numerical methods to efficiently solve 
thee shallow water equations (SWEs) in spherical geometry on fine-resolution grids. 
Thesee equations serve as a first prototype of the horizontal dynamics in a global 
circulationn model. 

Wee study a finite volume method for the spatial discretization of the SWEs in 
sphericall  geometry, viz., Osher's finite volume method using the P-variant integra-
tionn path in the flux evaluation and third-order upwind for the determination of 
thee constant states. This scheme is preferred, because it is second-order accurate, 
robustt and apprehensive for the characteristic directions associated with the non-
linearr equations. In addition, it has an excellent boundary treatment, its compact 
stencill  facilitates computational speed up by domain decomposition, and the re-
sultingg semi-discrete system respects the physical conservation laws underlying the 
originall  shallow water problem. Moreover, this method combined with a so-called 
limiterr ensures a smooth capturing of field variables with large gradients as opposed 
too the often applied spectral transform method. 
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AA common prejudice against a finite volume method concerns its inefficiency 
duee to a severe stability step size restriction when combined with an explicit time 
integrationn method for solving the resulting semi-discrete system on a uniform 
latitudinal-longitudinall  (lat-lon) grid. This grid is standard in atmospheric appli-
cationss and uses the lines of constant longitude (meridians) and latitude (parallels). 
Thiss inefficiency has to do with the pole problem which includes all problems related 
too the non-existence of the longitudinal unit vector in the poles and the convergence 
off  the meridians when approaching them. 

Wee discuss two ways to resolve this pole-problem: (1) a combined lat-lon reduced 
gridd with two stereocaps in the polar region, and (2) a linearly-implicit Rosenbrock 
timee integration method (Ros3) combined with approximate matrix factorization 
(AMF)) applied to the full Eulerian form of the SWEs on a uniform lat-lon grid. 

Thee combined grid has no singular points. Furthermore, it, alleviates the step size 
restrictionn by redistributing the grid cells over the sphere to obtain a more uniform 
celll  distribution. This grid is advocated in combination with Osher's scheme and 
ann explicit time integration method. Osher's scheme is used, because its boundary 
treatmentt facilitates the information transfer necessary at the grid interface between 
thee different grid parts. Locally, the resulting scheme becomes first-order accurate 
inn space. 

Thee linearly-implicit method removes the stability step size restriction. Ros3 
iss A-stable and third-order accurate. A-stability is attractive, as it implies uncon-
ditionall  stability in the sense of Fourier-Von Neumann for stable linear problems. 
Inn practice, this indicates that much larger step sizes can be taken than with an 
explicitt time integration method. However. Ros3 involves several expensive linear 
systemm solves per time step. To reduce these computational costs, we combine this 
methodd with approximate matrix factorization. This combination is also proven 
unconditionallyy stable when applied to the linearized SWEs on a uniform lat-lon 
grid.. In addition, it remains third-order accurate. 

Bothh remedies are validated by numerical experiments on a well-established test 
sett from the literature. These results show that Ros3 with AMF is far more efficient 
thann an explicit time integration method, viz., a third-order explicit Runge-Kutta 
method,, even when the latter is applied to the semi-discrete SWTEs on a combined 
grid. . 

Anotherr important group of global atmospheric models consists of air quality 
models,, which are used to describe the chemical composition of the atmosphere. 
Thesee models are used to study the effects of air pollution. The chemical com-
positionn of the atmosphere is altered by chemical reactions, advection, diffusion, 
emissionss and depositions, which are all included in the model. A numerical tech-
niquee often applied in circulation and air quality models is operator splitting. This 
techniquee subdivides the full problem in a number of subprocesses. which can then 
bee solved with different numerical techniques and step sizes suitable to the specific 
subprocess. . 

Unfortunately,, the separate treatment of the subprocesses creates a splitting er-
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ror.. The magnitude of this error must be controlled and may not lead to an unstable 
solutionn process. To investigate these matters, an error expression is derived for a 
Strangg splitting method which adopts a symmetrical order of reappearance to solve 
thee different subprocesses. We focus on pure initial value problems. The analysis of 
thee splitting error for coupled non-linear systems of partial differential equations is 
facilitatedd by the application of the Lie operator formalism. The error expressions 
aree investigated in more detail for advect ion-diffusion-react ion (ADR) equations as 
usedd in air quality modeling. A theorem is derived which states under which circum-
stancess the application of operator splitting to the ADR equations leads to a zero 
splittingg error between advection, diffusion and chemistry. In practice, a splitting 
errorr is likely to occur. 

Finally,, a comparison is made between operator splitting and Ros3 with AMF. 
Bothh techniques simplify a numerical solution process to make it cost-effective. For 
thee SWEs in spherical geometry, we investigate Ros3 with AMF and Strang split-
tingg combined with a third-order Rosenbrock method to integrate the subprocesses 
inn time. We are interested in the local error and the numerical dispersion relations. 
Thee latter demonstrate the influence of the numerical method on the character-
isticc waves of the shallow water problem. In meteorological practice, the correct 
representationn of the advective (Rossby) waves is valued, because they describe an 
importantt part of the atmospheric dynamics. For characteristic step sizes, both 
methodss do not significantly affect these waves. However, these results concern the 
locall  Cartesian form of the SWEs which is only valid in mid-latitude analysis. In 
aa full spherical geometry, numerical results show that Ros3 with AMF is far more 
efficientt than Strang splitting. The inefficiency of the latter method is caused by a 
severee accuracy step size restriction in the polar region. 




